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Digital audio and podcasts are rapidly growing across Europe. In the UK, podcast ad spend has
grown year-over-year by 61%, and streaming has grown 56%.2 As digital audio content consumption
continues to grow, buyers are eager to tap into this medium to reach engaged listeners but require
more efficient ways to transact across multiple audio publishers and at scale. Audi’s map navigation
is built with our unique data-driven discovery platform that offers multiple audiences cross-category

campaigns and offers an intelligent approach for advertisers to match advertisers to podcasts.
Audiomap audio and digital advertisers can identify their core audience preferences and tactics, and
run profitable campaigns as efficiently and as nimbly as possible. Visit europanavigation.eu for more
information. After registering for an account you can view the full application of our digital road map
on Android, Windows Phone, iPhone, iPad, and all other devices as long as they support HTML5. The
enterprise edition of the europanavigation.eu digital road map allows you to define your boundaries
in the system. If you want to have access to the EU-wide territory of Europe for example you can set
it to the EU-wide territory setting in the account or by using the custom territory setting form of the

integration platform. You can also define custom regions for which you can view the region wide data
(e.g. the 1st level of address geometry), set its extent to only update the specific region or not at all,

and choose whether you want to see the region within the map or not. You can also set specific
maps, such as Denmark map you can download, and include them into the geospatial map service

and integrate them to it. You can also define other region specific settings.
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The Audi A8 is about to become one of the first German premium cars to be sold with a Digital
Tachograph. An integrated plug-in supplier provides the data processing and storage of the ST and
stores it on an SD card. The new Audi A8 and Audi Q8 are launching with the latest-generation Audi

connect system, including the DSP. This technology offers a wide range of services and in-car
applications, such as streaming services, phone services, internet radio, as well as lifestyle, medical
and navigation services. Additional sources for road data and the driver state of the vehicle are the
CARL navigation map database, satellite navigation equipment, sensors and cell phone networks.

DATENSCHANZEN MEDIENGRUPPE HELDINGSAG (DMH) - Media GmbH, based in Munich, is the
leading German operator for digital radio and is focusing on its key focus areas: mobile audio,

automotive and tablet and smartphone. The company is therefore an important part of the growth
strategy. For one thing, it manages an innovative digital radio network for the audio industry and

provides original services in the areas of professional products, mobile and tablet and smartphone.
The portfolio includes the Audi.radio online radio service, plus the DMH Mobile, the mobile and tablet
OEM market leader, the DMH X5 tablet and the DMH-Smartphone OEM group with the DMH LTE Pro
branded products. DMH also offers content-based services. It operates the Audi.radio online radio
station (online and mobile), the DMH mobile station, online offerings and the DMH X5 tablet. In the

smartphone segment, DMH operates the DMH-Smartphone OEM group and the DMH LTE Pro branded
products. In the end-customer segment, DMH also provides solutions for individual consumers and
businesses. Furthermore, DMH has an extensive sales presence in Europe and the Americas and its
media brands are published in the USA, the UK, France and the Benelux. Headquartered in Munich,

the DMH Group employs about 4,500 people in Germany and around 5,500 people in other countries
worldwide. 5ec8ef588b
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